
De-registration of the e-box in the event of death 
and creating access to the deceased's e-Box 

This form must be used for all inquiries to e-Box in connection with a death. 

Upon the request of a surviving relative, all senders' registrations are deleted in the deceased's e-box, so that no further 

documents are delivered to the deceased's e-Box.  

In addition, electronic access to the deceased's e-Box can be created from a surviving relative's own e-Box or, optionally, from a 
proxy holder's e-Box.  

The form should be sent to e-Box together with a copy of the death certificate or probate and any power of attorney as described 
below.  

The form and death certificate or probate should be sent to the following address: 

E-Boks A/S
Dampfærgevej 28, 1. sal              
DK-2100 København Ø                  
or electronically to:  info@e-boks.dk 

1. Information about the deceased (mandatory)

 Name: _ 
Social Security Number: 

2. Creation of access (mandatory)

Creation of access to the deceased's e-Box is requested  
From the surviving relative's or proxy holder's e-Box: Yes No 

3. Information about the surviving relative or proxy holder for use when creating access

(should only be completed if creation of access to the deceased's e-Box is required)

Creation of access to the deceased's e-Box is required from the following e-Box:  

Name:  

Social Security Number:  

E-mail address:

Phone: 

I hereby confirm that I am a registered user of e-Box:    Yes 
(NOTE:  This is a prerequisite for access to be created.)  

4. Documentation

The following documentation is attached: 

Death Certificate (this documentation is sufficient if creation of access to the deceased's e-Box is not required) 

Probate (required if creation of access to the deceased's e-Box is required)  

Power of attorney (required if access is to be created from a different e-Box than a surviving relative's e-Box or if more than one heir on the 

probate)  
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